On April 19, 2010 representatives from 5 of the 7 branch offices came together at TBS CA/NV’s headquarters in Irvine, CA to compete in a series of wacky events all in the name of raising money for our Cystic Fibrosis Charity.

Over 50 participants on 10 teams each donating an entry fee to the cause. Teams each came in costumes and matching outfits, taking their team spirit to dizzying heights. There were the Young Guns from LA Sales, the Jackalopes from Distribution, the Tonernators from Aftermarket, the Average Joes from Irvine, the Mullets from OC Sales, the 10’s from Distribution, the Devil Dogs from Service, the Debt Collectors from Admin and the Corporates from. ... well, corporate.

Games such as “the Luge”, involving large ice blocks, and “Sheep Sheet Volleyball” were played with an overwhelming sense of unity and all in the name of a great cause. Cystic Fibrosis has long been an important charity to the TBS CA/NV family and it was our pleasure to have a little fun while giving a lot of support to the cause.